ILE DE LA REUNION
Green Oasis in the Indian Ocean

From 2 to 6 June, fifty tourism industry decision makers gathered on the beautiful Ile de la
Réunion in the Indian Ocean to attend the 10th edition of the NetM@nagers Conference.
Among them was our newest team member Frank De Neef. NetM@nagers is a French
association for online business travel experts. The event was organised by Eventiz, an
event agency specialised in tourism and new technologies. Theme of the conference was
‘The Next Big Things’: knowing what everybody will be doing and using tomorrow, today.
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escribed as one of the Indian Ocean’s last great
island adventures, Réunion is an exceptional place.
Owned by France and protected by Unesco, it offers
lots of different assets. The biodiversity is stunning for
its 2.500 km2 size, as is the variety of landscapes.
Towering out of the water like a green mountain, the
island almost feels like an unspoilt lost world. It offers
roaring waterfalls, dense forests, long winding roads,
beautiful mountains, spectacular panoramas, lively
cities and sandy beaches suitable for a variety of water
sports.
The impressive Piton de la Fournaise, one of the
world’s most accessible active volcanoes, is the
icing on the cake. Réunion is a dream destination for
outdoorspeople.
Hiking is extremely popular, but so are canyoning,
paragliding, rafting, helicopter flights, mountain
climbing, horseback riding, reef diving and (at the right
moment) whale watching. Réunion is a cultural gem
as well, and has a fascinating mix of Creole, African,
Chinese, French and Indian heritage, offering lots
of architectural treasures and vibrant festivals to

immerse visitors in its local culture. The people are
generally very friendly: happy, hospitable and warm. All
of this makes for a very pleasant location for both MICE
events and private holidays.

At the event
The goal of the conference was to stimulate
networking & innovation amongst peers, and to
exchange knowledge on conference and event
organisation. Fifty tourism professionals attended
the event. Different keynote speakers spoke about
a variety of topics ranging from the future of digital
marketing, the hidden sides of social media, brand
advocacy, cognitive systems and many others. This
made for some very interesting sessions.
We weren’t here just to talk – we were going to visit
Réunion’s major highlights as well. In between the
conference sessions, we enjoyed and explored the
Island following a fun and varied programme. Besides
enjoying the wonderful Creole cuisine and going for a
nice and sporty rafting session, we went for a couple of
surprising visits.

One of the most exciting activities was of course the
helicopter flight over the Piton de la Fournaise volcano.
Almost equally impressive was our trek through the
Plaine des Sables, a vast desert area around the same
mountain made of solidified lava. It felt like going for a
stroll on another planet.
Also on the programme, was a visit to the Stella
Matutina Museum, housed in the former sugar factory
of the same name. It showcases the history and
technique of producing cane sugar, and gives loads of
information on the history of the island and its people.
The venue was completely renovated in 2011, offering
a new journey into the history of sugar on the island,
putting the people behind it in the spotlight – a true
mirror of the local society and the identity of Réunion.
It speaks about the first historical settlement, the
slavery, the harsh labour, various individual life stories
and what not. A very interesting visit indeed.

A superb venue
We stayed at Hotel LUX Saint Gilles, the only five star
venue on the island, located on the western coast.
Looking out over the ocean with its own flawless beach

in the middle of acres of beautiful tropical gardens,
Hotel LUX was built on a fabulous location.
It offers spacious rooms in villas with sea views and
balconies, a 7 hectare garden, splendid French and
Creole Cuisine, 7 event rooms for up to 200 people, a
wellness centre, a giant pool, different beachfront bars
and restaurants, a wide range of sports & activities and
in-room spa treatments. www.luxresorts.com
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For more info on Ile de la Réunion, visit www.
reunion.fr or contact Arianne Loupy, Directrice Ile
de la Réunion Tourisme: a.loupy@reunion.fr.
For more info on the Netm@nagers Conference
visit www.netmanagers.fr or contact Frédéric
Vanhoutte: frederic@eventiz.biz.
BBT Online flew to Reunion with www.air-austral.
com.

